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Resume —

'•: Abstract — VBei3 has unusual electronic and magnetic properties due to a narrow band of U 5 /
states near the Fermi energy. We have used EXAFS to compare the interatomic forces in UBeu

- with those in ThBeu, which has the same structure but no 3 / electrons. From measurements
made over the range 10 to 308 K, we have determined the temperature dependences of the mean
square relative displacements (MSRD's) for the first actinide-beryllium and actiriide-actinide shells

; in each material. The MSRD's for the corresponding shells in the two compounds were found to
be quite similar. The thermal motion of the nearest-neighbor actinide-actinide pairs is shown

^ to be due entirely to a single Einstein mode, the square of whose frequency is proportional to
the actinide-Be force constant. We conclude that the presence or absence of 5/ electrons on the
actinide has very little effect on the actinide-beryllium bonding.

1. Introduction

Intermetallic compounds with a high density of "heavy" /-electron states near the Fermi energy have
recently received a great deal of both experimental [ij and theoretical [2] attention. The observation of
superconductivity in heavy-fermion compounds such as UBe^ has .generated excitement because of the
possibility of triplet-, rather than singlet-state, electron pairing J3,4]. It has been suggested that electron- •
electron repulsion is much too strong in these materials to allow singlet-pairing through an attractive
electron-phonon interaction as occurs in all conventional superconductors [2]. It seems of interest to
determine how significant electron-phonon interactions are in these materials by studying their vibrational
properties.

Characterization of the lattice dynamics is also important for the analysis of specific heat measure-
ments. Proper evaluation of the anomalously large electronic specific heat at low temperatures requires
knowledge of the lattice contribution. Empirically one might expect that the lattice specific heat in VBes3
should be quite similar to that in the isostructural, non-superconducting compound ThBei:, i.e., almost
negligible below ~10 K. However, such an assumption is in disagreement with the recent theoretical work
of Overhauser and Appel [5], who have developed an «-/ hybridization model to explain many of the
experimentally observed properties of USeu. While their model yields a large electronic specific heat at
low temperature, a significant lattice contribution, much greater than observed in ThBe13, is required to
obtain agreement with the experimental results. Overhauser and Appel suggest that the required differ-
ence in vibrational properties between UBeu and ThBeu could be explained by differences in electronic
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Fig. 1 — £3x{fc) measured at the V L- edge in
at 10 K.
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Fig. 2 — Fourier transform of **x
at 10 K. The numbers and types of atoms in each
strong peak are indicated.

configurations—they assume {Gd}1^/)" for Th2+ and {6d)°(5/)* for U ! + . The much smalkr toot-mean-
square radius of a 5 / electron relative to a 6<f could result in much weaker bonding between the metal
atom and its Be cage in UBeu compared to ThBeu.

We have used the temperature-dependence of EXAFS to compare the strengths of bonds in UBeis and
, ThBeu. From the analysis of the mean-square relative displacements for the first actinide-Be and actinide-
actinide shells as a function of temperature, we find that there Is very little difference in bonding between
the two materials. However, the latti.e dynamics of these materials turn out to be quite interesting in
themselves because of a low-frequency Einstein mode of vibration for the actinide atoms.

2. Experiment and Data Analysis

The UBeis and ThBe13 samples, prepared as described elsewhere [3], were separately ground to
fine dust and spread onto kapton tape. The samples were held in a copper ladder and mounted in
an Air Products Dlsplex refrigerator. X-ray absorption measurements were performed at the National
Synchrotron Light Source on beam line X-11 A using a -double-crystal monochromator with Si {111) crystals
and operating with typical electron currents of 30-60 mA at 2.52 GeV. We collected EXAFS data a* the
U and Th £» edges in the VBen and ThBels samples at five temperatures from 10 to 3DS K.

The U I j edge data for TJBeij at 10 K are plotted as *3x{*3 *ersus k in Fig. 1. As is indicated
in \he figure, the scattering below — 8.5 A"1 is due primarily to the low-Z Be neighbors, while beyond
that point U scattering dominates. The magnitude of the Fourier transform of data in Fig. 1 is shown in
Fig. 2. The k"x{k) data were weighted by a gaussian -centered on the it-space window and decaying to
0.1 at the window edges, and transformed over the range 2-2D A"1. The Th edge transform looks quite
similar. The numbers and types of atoms in each strong peak are labelled in the figure. UBe13 has a cubic
structure, with eight formula units in the cubic unit cell and lattice parameter of 10:26 A (10.42 A for
ThBej,) J6J. The U sublattice forms a simple cubic arrangement with each V niom surrounded by a cage
of 24 equidistant Be neighbors. The small peaks below 2 A are mainly das So low frequency oscillations in
the background absorption which were not completely removed. The many higher Be shells are relatively
insignificant due to the weak backscattering amplitude of the Be atom and the large rero-point motion
resulting from the low Be mass.

The change in o-3 with temperature was determined from the Fourier-filtered single-shell amplitudes
using the ratio method {7j, with the 10 K data used as the reference. The results are shown in Fig. 3
where they are compared with least-squares fits to be discussed below. The analysis yields only Ar ! , so
the experimental values have been shifted vertically to agree with the fits at ID K.
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Fig. 3 — Mean-square relative displacements versus temperature for UBeu and ThBeu. The experimen-
tally determined changes in c-, represented by the symbols, have been shifted vertically so that they agree
with the least-squares fits (solid lines) at 10 X.

3. Force Constant Model

As pointed out by Sevillano et al. ]8], <?', t ie MSRD for the j ' l h shell, can be expressed in terms of
the normal modes of the lattice as

where rrtj is the reduced mass for the central and scattering atom pair, and p}(u) is an appropriate
projected density of states (PDOS). Two useful approximations for the PDDS are the Einstein model,

pj\jjj) — .6(LJ — Wg}5

and the correlated Debye model,

where 9 = ks[u/uD),wo = ks&D/h is defined in terms of tlie Debye temperature 0 o , ijj = (Cir'n)1/*, and
n is the atomic number density. The Einstein model is appropriate when the vibrational modes making
the dominant contribution to relative motion fall into a narrow frequency band, while the Debye model
may be a better approximation when a. wide range of modes is important. :

Overhauser and Appel have used the one-dimensional "cage* model shown in Fig. 4 (a) to analyze the
lattice dynamics of UBe l s. In the model each U atom, having mass Mv, is surrounded by a cage of 13
Be atoms, each having a mass MB.. Each U atom is coupled to its cage by a spring of strength A, and
the cages are coupled by springs of strength ju. The bonding between the Be atoms is much stronger than
that between the U atoms and their Be cages, so that p. 3> X. From a numerical calculation, we find that
the PDOS for nearest-neighbor uranium atoms in this model is very nearly a perfect 8-function, peaked at
the maximum acoustic frequency. Solving the model analytically, one finds that for fi 3> A, the maximum
longitudinal acoustic mode is given by

For this phonon mode, the nearest-neighbor uraniums move exactly 180" out of phase, while the Be cages
do not move at all, as illustrated in Fig: 3(b). Although the model is one-dimensional, this analysis
should be valid for the V atoms in the three-dimensional crystal because of the fact that the U jublattice
has the simple cubic structure. The six nearest-neighbors to an atom in the sublattice lie along three
mutually perpendicular directions, so that motions along any one chain do not couple to the other two.
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Fig. 4. — (a) One-dimensional force constant model used tt> analyze the motion of the U atoms in UBe:3.
(b) Einstein mode for uranium atoms in the cage model.

We therefore predict that ff§_u should be described accurately by an Einstein model with u>B " w££, and

Because U atom motion occurs only in a single longitudinal mods, the relative motion for U-Be
;• nearest-neighbors must be due predominantly to motion of the Be cage atoms. By the same reasoning,
" the Be atoms must move relative to the U atoms for most longitudinal modes. The lone-dimeasional cage
•: model does a poor job of describing the total density of states, so we can instead make use of the Debye

approximation to model pv-s,{J).

4. Least-Squares Fits and Discussion

Least-squares fits to the measured A<r2 values are displayed as solid lines in Fig. 3 for both VBea
• and ThBels. As discussed, an Einstein model has been used for the nearest-neighbor actinide-actinlde

pairs, while a Debye model has been applied to the actinide-Be nearest-neighbors. The Einstein and Debye
frequencies obtained from the fits are listed in Table 1. We find that the Einstein frequency for U-U pairs
is just 7 ± 4% less than that for Th-Th pairs. This small difference is probably due to the differences 3D
ionic radii of the actinide atoms, as suggested by Overhauser and Appel JSj; however, it is much less than
the softening required to explain the large difference in lattice specific heats which they .assumed. We
also find that the Debye frequency for U-Be pairs is slightly greater than for Th-Be pairs. This result is
reasonable when one considers that the smaller lattice parameter of UBe13 results in a compression of the
Be-Be bonds and hence an increase of Be-Be vibrational frequencies compared to ThBeu.

It is interesting to note that OM_B, is much larger that <*M-MI where M = U or Th. This situation,
in which the MSRD for a more distant shell is much less than that for the nearest-neighbor shell, is
quite different from the case in monatomic solids and many compounds. It is due entirely to the extreme
difference in masses of the actinide and beryllium atoms.

For both shells in the two compounds, the models used give good fits to the temperature dependence
of tr2. Assuming that the two models are good approximations for the respective PDOS's, the quality of
the fits indicates that the PDOS's are independent of temperature. This observation, together with the
similarity of Einstein and Debye frequencies for the two compounds, suggests that any coupling between
phonons and 5 / electrons must be weak.

A generalized phonon DOS has been measured for UBeu by Renker tt a!. [9] using inelastic neutron
scattering on polycrystalline samples. (The phonon spectrum consists of 3 acoustic and 81 optical branches,
so measurement of the complete phonon dispersion curves using a single crystal would be impractical,
assuming one had a large enough single crystal on which to make the measurements.) They fit their data
with a three-dimensional Born-von-Karman model containing three force constants, obtaining the total
DOS indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 5; our PDOS'J are represented by the solid lines. One can see



Table 1. Einstein and Debye frequencies obtained
from lease-squares fits to the temperature depen-
dence of the mean square relative displacements.

Atom
Pair
U-Be
U-U

Th-Be
Th-Th

(meV)
73±4

71 ± 3

<n»V)

13.9 ± 0.3

15.0 ±0.5
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Fig. 5 — Total and projected DOS1* for UBei3.
The solid lines Indicate the Einstein and Debye
PDOS's, and the dashed line represents the total
DOS calculated by Renker et al. [9].

that our fits to the EXAFS data are in excellent agreement with the model obtained from the neutron
• scattering study. Our Einstein frequency for V-V motion falls right at the maximum of the low frequency
. acoustic band, as predicted. (Actually, three optical branches also He in that band [9].) Rtnker et at.
' also observed a temperature-independent O.S truV increase in the low frequency peak in the generalized
• DOS for ThBeu compared to UBe13, which 3s quite similar to <our result for the differences in Einstein

frequencies. The Debye PDOS is also in good agreement with the neutron model. The high-frequency
• modes above our ftwjj probably involve Be-Be modes which do not contribute to C-Be relative motion.

It should be noted that our EXAFS measurements provide information complementary to that obtained
. from the neutron study: the scattering measurements provide only frequency information while the mean-
. square relative displacements measured with EXAFS depend on the phonon polarization vectors as well

as on the frequencies.
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